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The timeworn axiom that making
gobs of horsepower is easy, but
putting it on the ground is where the
talent lies has a new twist. Instead of
gear combinations and clutch set-up
mastery, the sport of land speed rac-
ing is in a state of arrested
development, held hostage, if you
will, by seemingly insignificant inani-
mate objects: tires. 

“Any vehicle over 250 starts to
have a tire problem,” explains racecar
owner Joe Law, “Not in performance,
but in terms of availability, any vehi-
cle running under that has many
choices.” Law’s Grumpy Old Men
lakester turns in regular plus 300 runs,
so its a pity that this no-nonsense
West Virginia coal miner has been
reduced to begging and pleading
when it comes to finding high-speed
rubber. 

He is not alone. The high-speed
tire shortage is so dire that racers are
forced to use tires manufactured more
than 30 years ago. No joke. This is the
horrific reality for the centurions of
speed, the fastest people on earth.
They are pushing the speed envelope
on “vintage” tires pumped up to pres-
sures that make some folks
uncomfortable standing near them.   

The sanctioning bodies can’t ban
the tires without bringing the sport to
the point of collapse. Besides, each of
the three (SCTA/BNI, USFRA, ECTA)
are painfully aware there isn’t much
they can do to change the state of
affairs because most of the officials are
in the same rotten fix with their own
vehicles. 

This problem starts at the top and
trickles down. Al Teague, considered
the sport’s most respected ambassador
of speed for his heroic performance
with the Spirit of 76 streamliner
(world record holder at 409MPH)
endured a decade of disappointment
over tires. “I wanted to go 440MPH,”

he commented, “but I knew there
were not tires out there that I could
depend on.” Worse, when a cord
would come loose and spring up on
the bias of the tire (at least a quarter-
inch deep), a crewmember would
nonchalantly snip off the rubber
hangnail, check the tire pressure and
finish prepping the car for another
run. Why? There wasn’t another tire
to mount, that’s why. I wonder how
many prayers have been sent toward
heaven at the start of a run humbly
asking only to keep the tires inflated?
“The most important thing at this
time,” explained Marlo Treit, another
veteran LSR competitor who is build-
ing a 500MPH streamliner, “Is that a
logical analysis needs to be done of
what we (the sport) need in tires.” Tre-
it bought his tires before he started
building the new ‘liner, because he
never would have started the project
had he not found the tires first. That’s
an oddball, but mandatory way to
start such a dream.

What has caused all the fuss and
confusion? Fear of product liability
lawsuits. Americans have developed a
fondness for finding someone else to
blame when the excrement hits the
fan instead of taking responsibility for
themselves. Moreover, because land
speed racing doesn’t command hours
of weekly TV reporting, or attract big-
money sponsors, the tire people
simply chose to pull out. In my hum-
ble opinion this was a mistake because
the LSR populous are some of the
most responsible, dependable and
helpful racers on earth. Why? Because
these people explore the boundaries
of speed from a passion perspective,
not a moneymaking business perspec-
tive that permeates most all other
forms of motorsports. Hence, the ones
who deserve and need the most help
get little or nothing. Sigh. I sound like
a social worker.

“We are a small group who travel
very fast, but we take responsibility

for our actions,” stated Treit of the
typical LSR competitor, “we under-
stand what we are getting into, that
there is a significant risk, but we try to
minimize the risk by having the best
we can get - in tires, fire suits, and
other safety-related items available to
us. We don’t hold other people
responsible for our actions. We accept
the risks that come along with step-
ping in to a race car because we
understand risk is part of traveling in
that territory.”  Treit’s words are forti-
fied by action. In 1985 he rolled his
car into a ball after a tire deflated at
well over 250MPH. Instead of whining
and hiring a lawyer, he gathered up
his broken mess and kept going faster
with another car.

“Tires are a critical issue,” added
Earl Wooden, whose Competition
Coupe was destroyed in a violent
series of rolls a few seasons back while
traveling more than 286 miles per
hour.

“The rear tire just came apart,” he
recalled, “It just couldn’t take the
speed and pressure load I was putting
to it. The tires had already started to
chunk, and showed signs of heat
checking, little slits all around the cir-
cumference, so I knew it was just a
matter of time.”  Wooden, 70, at the
time, cracked four ribs, broke a collar-
bone and was mighty sore for awhile,
but never called a lawyer. Why not
make some easy money? My point is
that speed pioneers are too busy figur-
ing out how to assault velocity and
have no time to waste in court.  “I’m
not that kind of person,” he contin-
ued, “I think most all the guys and
gals feel the same way, we don’t want
to hurt the sport we love. Sure, people
are running on old tires and even
though those tires were built for high
speeds, it’s old rubber. We’d sign any
release from a reputable tire manufac-
turer to take them off the financial
hook in order to get new high-speed
tires.  I don’t think tire companies
realize how responsible we (land
speed racers) are in comparison to the
import tuner crowd that kills people
regularly in street racing.”

There are several people whose
racecars are gathering dust because
they can’t find tires.  Goodyear pro-
duces the Front Runner, a tire used in
drag racing, but many LSR folks have
started using them at the El Mirage
dry lake events as well as on the salt.
Goodyear also has the Eagle, a bigger,
stronger version with more layers.
These are dandy tires for lower speeds,
but not good for speeds in excess of
300MPH. The sport needs tires that
will whistle past 500MPH without
complaint.

The tire shortage has already
inspired some racers to explore alter-
native solutions. 

“On our car, the rear tires don’t
drag as much air as the front,”
explained Joe Law, “In its current con-
figuration the car ought to be good for
only 370 MPH driving on good salt.
We’ve learned that airplane tires
won’t work for high-speed cars on the
salt so what’s left?”  Law dreams of
turning his lakester into a streamliner

to set a record in excess of 400MPH
using only gasoline.  Law is looking
into how 14-inch aluminum billet
wheels shod with a non-pneumatic
tire might get the job done. These
tires are more along the lines of belt-
style tire with gobs of cord. 

Years ago, gentleman and perfor-
mance genius Bruce Crower hit upon
the idea of adapting belt tires, similar
to those used on blowers to power top
fuel dragsters, but 7-inches wide and
mounted to a massive pulley 26–inch-
es in diameter. As the speed came up,
it created a flat footprint on the salt at
250MPH. Crower spin tested the belts
to 8,000 rpm and 517MPH.  “The
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Fuel For Thought
with “Landspeed Louise” Ann Noeth

Has a Tire Messiah Come
Upon Us? 

March 2005

New Hope For High Speed Rubber Grips
Salt Racers.

He might think otherwise, but these rat-
ty, threadbare tires are what Seth
Hammond uses on his new modified
roadster – a vehicle that is well on its
way past 250MPH. Hammond is forced
to use such old rubber because there
have been no modern high-speed tires
produced for the LSR community in
decades. Fingers crossed, a new firm to
be called LSR Technologies, Inc. will be
producing 18x30 tires for the 2005 rac-
ing season.

Unlike the make believe film production trying to tell the story of the remarkable Burt Munro, Jim Odom rode the Ack Attack
motorcycle streamliner to establish a blistering 328.304 record in the 3000CC S-BG class hammering a pair of Suzuki Hayabusa
engines. 

The electric motored Buckeye Bullet with
Roger Schroer at the controls, set a new
BNI International record of 271.793
MPH. The car is powered by 12,000
thumb-sized, 1.5-V nickel-metal hydride
batteries, the same kind used in RC rac-
ing and found at hobby shops.
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sport has had tire troubles as far back
a Malcolm Campbell’s time in the
1930’s,” observed Crower, “His tires
were rolling rocks made with 22ply
and weighed several hundred pounds
a piece.”

BNI Chairman Roy Creel had
started to investigate what could be
done to alleviate the tire situation in
early 2003. He knew Mickey Thomp-
son Tires (M/T) had inventory being
held back from sale. Oddly, the tires
had left the factory and were shipped
to Bonneville for sale when last
minute instructions diverted the
entire load back to the manufacturer.
After months of trying, Creel gave up
because no one returned his phone
calls. 

By October 2003, inspired by
Chet Herbert’s extremely generous
willingness to underwrite a manufac-
turing attempt, Mike Cook picked up
where Creel left off. Cook knew the
tires had been actually produced by
Specialty Tire - according to M/T specs
- and the Burkland family racing team
of 411 fame had conducted extensive
testing for M/T on the tires. Cook
pressed the M/T executive staff about
the mysterious inventory and
although they acknowledged the tires
existence, they refused to sell under
any conditions. Those desperately
needed tires remain on the shelf
today and the company has made it
plain they will not produce any more
LSR tires. Cook tried many avenues to
make the company officials feel com-
fortable about releasing the tires, but
nothing would get them to budge. “I
suggested they grind off the M/T
name from the sidewall, draft a bind-
ing release form that any purchaser
would have to sign, and even set-up a
dummy corporation to buy the tires
and resell them to racers,” lamented
Cook, “None of these concessions had
any effect.” 

It should be noted that this is a
personal effort by Mike Cook, and
although he is the current SCTA Presi-

dent, nothing
he is doing
with regard to
the tires is in
any way con-
nected with, or
sanctioned by
SCTA/BNI. 

“If this sport
is going to sur-
vive, we need
tires,” noted
Cook, who has
borne all of the
out-of pocket
expenses him-
self and given
up his personal
as well as busi-

ness time to get the tire project
rolling. “I do this because I love this
sport. It sure as hell ain’t for the mon-
ey. Just ask my wife how many
vacations and personal time she
missed out on to support my racing
efforts.”

Cook then approached Marvin
Rifkin, founder of M&H Tires for help.
After a quick education about the tire
biz, Cook contacted Coker Tire,
Hoosier, Goodyear, Race Tire of Amer-
ica and even went directly to Specialty
Tire with a request for tires. They all
turned him down flat. Dismayed and
frustrated, he was running out of
ideas. 

Cook had determined that the
roadster, lakester and coupe classes
had the most immediate need for
good rubber, his probe revealed racers
would buy at least 500 tires initially.
“It may be more than what they actu-
ally need,” said Cook, “but since there
have been so many false starts that
racers are ordering to stock-pile.”
Options to zero and faced with a dire
situation, Cook figured the only way
to get new tires would be to form a
company to make them. Gene and
Tom Burkland volunteered to do the
tire testing and Chet Herbert told
Cook, “You get this deal under con-
trol and I’ll help bank roll it.”  This
led to hooking up with Bill Duncan
who currently makes aircraft tires
used by bush pilots that can land on
the side of a mountains if need be.
After many exhausting months there
was hope. Cook invited Duncan out
to the salt for the World Finals and
set-up a meeting with 50 land speed
racers. Duncan was astonished at his
welcome and was blown away by the
awful state of affairs.

He spent two days wandering the
pits meeting racers who stopped their
racing activities to speak with him,
gave Duncan tires, took off body pan-
els to demonstrate how the tires are
mounted – anything to help him

understand the immedi-
ate need. There were
extensive discussions of
tread, wear, and contour
sidewall construction,
pressures, everything
that might be of help to
develop a manufacturing
opportunity.  In the end,
Duncan agreed to help
the LSR community,
much the way Fire-
stone’s Johnny Moore
had done so decades ago.
Duncan is now commit-

ted to figure out how to do it.  
“We can’t believe the magnitude of
the problem these people have,” Dun-
can told me in disbelief, “Some cars
and bikes are running on junk! We
are forming a new company  - LSR
Technologies Inc. - to serve the land
speed racer and in doing so it will
effectively double the size of our pre-
sent operation. We are a small, family
operation, we build tires by hand and
when they come out of the mold they
are only a few ounces out of round. I
know we can build the tires these rac-
ers need, I also know we can bring
modern, radial and Kevlar technology
to the sport. My goal is to have a
testable 18x30-inch tire by Feb 2005.”

“I like Bill Duncan, his family and
their ethics,” confessed a most
relieved Cook, “they are interested in
our sport and I firmly believe they
will help us. New molds are being

made that will allow several tire sizes
to be made from the same form just
by adding an insert.”

After the 18’s are on sale, Duncan
plans to ride to the rescue of the
motorcycle folks and then onto a
24x15 or a 25x16, depending on the
demand when the time comes. It will
take a year or two to satisfy the
demand, but Duncan promises he is
in it for the long haul.

“I applaud the effort and will sup-
port his efforts any way I can,”
promised Treit who has visited Dun-
can’s manufacturing facility, “We’re
looking at a tire that promises to have
17% less rolling resistance, a radial
made with Kevlar that will minimize
growth. If we get a tire that stays flat,
increasing traction significantly, I’ll
burn the ones I have on the shelf.” 

Louise

It may not be fast, but it was just a lovely, nostalgic sight. Shug
Hanchard’s V4 powered lakester was resting in impound before
upped the record to 102.948MPH. A Scotsman who makes the
most out of ‘o-so- little’, the thrifty boy has more fun than speed
and to that he says, “So What?”

This little complete disaster was the nastiest, most metal-twisted engine destruction I
had ever witnessed. Not one piston stayed connected to the crank and the block
looks as though someone had dropped it off of a 100-story building onto solid rock.
Oil bathed the entire car, compression rings were imbedded into the underbelly body
work and other loose pieces of once healthy parts destroyed two new rear tires.
Engine builder Roy Creel (right) blames driver Sam Buck(left), but Buck retorts that is
was Creel who mixed the fuel. 




